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Executive summary  
This research examines the relevant purchasing criteria for Dutch consumers when ordering vegan, 

vegetarian or meat items in fast-food restaurants. The research started by using significant criteria that 

were found to be significant in earlier research (Allès et al., 2017; Ellithorpe et al., 2022; Farhana & 

Islam, 2011; Freeland-Graves et al., 1986; Garza et al., 2016; Hoek et al., 2004; Kumar & Kapoor, 2015; 

Lehto et al., 2021; Park, 2004; van der Horst et al., 2011; Whitton et al., 2013). The research then 

employed a discrete choice survey in order to find out whether or not these criteria hold true for the 

Dutch consumer. The conclusion of this research is that the criteria Waiting_time, Carbon_footprint, 

Price and Cleanliness are significant for regular fast-food consumers, while Carbon_footprint, 

Ingredients, Cleanliness, Price and Company are significant for vegan and vegetarian fast-food 

consumers. The research found that fast-food restaurants with ambitions to attract vegan and 

vegetarian consumers should focus on price, hygiene, branding (all of which are commonly known) 

and their products’ ingredients and carbon footprint. This research could be extended to other sources 

of vegan and vegetarian food or to have the survey held among a larger and more diverse group of 

respondents, in particular Dutch residents with immigrant origins.  
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Meat Wars: The Rise of Veganism 

While the overall meat consumption still rises (Wageningen University & Research, 2020), for a couple 

of decades, veganism and vegetarianism have been rising in popularity (Allen, 2021). Over the years 

new terms have come out to label the lifestyle changes that people make, such as flexitarians (who 

plan meat-free days in their week), pescatarians (who eat fish but not meat), pollotarians (who eat 

poultry but no red meat) or part-time vegans (who plan vegan days in their week). It all comes down 

to the same thing: the consumer wants options that do not feature meat. A news source (Olayanju, 

2019) confirms this in interviews with multiple experts in the industry.  

Flora and fitness 

There’s good reason to make the switch from an omnivore diet to a vegan diet (for the purposes of 

this introduction we assume that vegan is an umbrella term that is to include the other types, such as 

vegetarian and part-time vegan). First, from a personal perspective, a vegan diet can be healthy. 

According to BBC Radio (2017), “Advocates of plant-based eating say vegans typically have lower levels 

of cholesterol and blood pressure, a lower body mass index, and reduced risk of death from heart 

disease and cancer.” This is further backed by multiple other sources. Research from Kim et al. (2019) 

and Tong (2019) both reference lower risk of heart disease found among participants that ate reduced 

amounts of meat. Mayo Clinic (2019) mentions that in research among nearly 70.000 volunteers they 

found that people who didn’t eat meat at all had lower cancer rates than their omnivore peers and 

also among other types of diets. ScienceDaily (2022) mentions that consuming a plant-based diet, even 

if not completely vegan, can lead to lower blood pressure. Lastly, Tonstad et al. (2009) reported that 

in their study among a population of nearly 60,000 people across North America, the mean body mass 

index, or BMI, was lowest in vegans and increasingly higher based on how much meat and/or dairy 

and/or fish was consumed. 

Grounds for plants 

Health however is far from the only reason to go for a more plant-based diet. A popular reason to not 

eat meat is the animal mistreatment that occurs in the food industry on a large scale (where the 

treatment of animals leans heavier on the stock portion of livestock than on the live portion) (Schwartz, 

2018). On a larger scale, more plant-based diets, or rather less meat consumers can lead to a reduction 

of world hunger (Stipek, 2017). Another reason is that due to the emissions related to the production 

of meat, the greenhouse effect is accelerated, causing an increase in global warming (Djekic, 2015), 

which again means that more plant-based diets are a part of the solution to a large-scale problem. 

Lastly, in the past couple of years Covid has shown that meat production can be seriously halted, as 

was the case for US fast-food chain Wendy’s when it experienced a shortage of fresh beef in May of 

2020 (Larson, 2020). 
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So whether the consumer is looking for a healthy alternative, a reduction of their carbon footprint, a 

more ethical lifestyle, or to help reduce world hunger or the effects of a global pandemic on the 

availability of food, reducing meat consumption could lead to great personal and societal 

improvements. 

And no company or individual in the world is as big in purchasing (and consequently selling) meat as 

fast-food chain McDonald’s (Nowak, 2015). In 2015 it was touted as the world’s biggest purchaser of 

beef and pork and the second biggest purchaser of chicken, just behind KFC, famous for its chicken. It 

can be concluded then, that a world with a more plant-based diet should see changes in this part of 

the fast-food industry, too. And to their credit, they have been doing so for a while now, especially 

here in the Netherlands.  

McVegan 

McDonalds introduced its vegan burger, or Groenteburger as it’s called in Dutch, in 1993 (Feder, 1992), 

and while it was not the first vegan or vegetarian burger it had produced since being founded, it was 

the first successful one and one that would remain on the menu for nearly 25 years. When it was 

removed, however, another non-meat option took its place, which was a chicken meat-replacement 

option produced by the company Valess, and aptly named the Valess burger (Valess, n.d.). Important 

to note here is the switch from an all-vegetable burger to a meat replacement burger. McDonalds went 

from a product that mainly appeals to vegans and vegetarians, to a product that has the potential to 

lure in new customers, former meatlovers turning flexitarians or the like. This sparked a bit of a 

reaction from the vegan community (McDonald’s haalt groenteburger van het menu, 2018) but since 

then the burgers seem to be doing well, with new burger variants being released along with the veggie 

chicken nuggets and for a limited time, the McPlant. It should also be noted that the McPlant, despite 

its name, is modelled after the other beef burgers and also does not carry a vegan or vegetarian quality 

mark (McDonalds, 2019, 2021).  

McDonald’s is far from the only one though. In 2019 Burger King released the Impossible Whopper, a 

burger that was made with plants as the ingredients of its patty (Capritto, 2019). Subway has had the 

veggie patty for years and in 2011 it released the vegan patty to Canada (Vegetarian Resource Group, 

2012), before releasing it to the rest of the world in 2019 (Gross, 2019) as a replacement of their 

vegetarian version. Recently even KFC launched its own vegan option, the Beyond Fried Chicken in 

2022 which, although ingredient-wise it could be qualified as vegan, the process it undergoes from 

ingredients to finished product disqualifies it (since it shares a fryer with animal products) (VeggL, 

2022). 
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It is worth noting though, that, while McDonalds made a switch in favour of new customers at the 

expense of vegans and vegetarians, from the all-vegetable burger to a meat replacement burger, 

Subway has decided to walk the opposite direction with the introduction of their vegan patty. 

McDonalds is market leader of the fast-food industry and has been selling their vegan option for almost 

25 years before replacing it with their meat-replacement option. It can be deduced then, that 

McDonalds found that their product wasn’t performing well enough to warrant it over the meat-

replacement burger. From this it can be concluded that McDonalds’ market research told them that 

the best choice would be to target potential meat eaters, to try and convince them to make the switch 

to non-meat. Given that market leader McDonalds chose this direction, why then did Subway choose 

to walk the opposite path? Why would Subway remove their vegetarian option and introduce the 

vegan version?  

Eat Fresh 

Subway started its business in 1965 as “Pete’s Super Submarines” (Business Insider, 2019) and the 

premise of the company was to prepare sandwiches right in front of the customers with any fresh and 

healthy ingredients that the customer would want. Subway quickly shifted to a franchising model in 

1974 (Subway, n.d.-b) which has allowed them to become the world’s largest submarine sandwich 

chain, boasting more than 40.000 locations worldwide. It did so by having a low entry cost for 

franchisees – between 116.000 dollars and 263.000 dollars (Business Insider, 2019) as compared to 

McDonalds’ 2.2 million dollars – and having very little requirements for opening a franchise. It also had 

no protected territory, however, which meant that other franchisers could possibly cannibalise each 

other’s sales by opening stores too close to one another. Subway corporate still benefited, because 

more locations meant more franchising fees and a similar level of royalties, so there was no incentive 

to stop what was going on.  
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5-dollar footlongs 

But that changed in 2015. The image of the company, Jared Fogle was charged for several charges 

related to paedophilia. Increased competition from other brands, that often have more fresh products, 

the cannibalisation occurring between franchises and the scandal all had their effect on Subway’s 

bottom line. The conclusion on Subway’s end was to reduce the amount of franchises and redesign 

their menu, as well as some aesthetic changes and facilities such as Wi-Fi, USB-ports and power sockets 

(Business Insider, 2019).  

That was 2019. Three years later, however, popular show host John Oliver dedicated a piece of 

journalism to Subway, in which he concluded that many of the issues hadn’t actually been solved 

(Oliver, 2022) and that things might have even gotten worse. The so-called “Business Development 

Agents”, often franchise owners themselves, who are tasked with controlling certain areas and helping 

in opening new franchise locations and receive a cut of the royalties paid to Subway corporate, were 

allegedly exceptionally harsh in their inspections of franchise locations. Getting those violations as a 

franchisee could lead to the agreement being terminated, after which the locations would be sold off 

, with the Business Development Agents sometimes buying those locations themselves at a discounted 

price. This is an obvious incentive for those agents to be exceptionally harsh in their review of those 

locations that they supervise. While Subway’s rebuttal was that Oliver’s segment was based on old 

facts, The New York Post reported just this year about a franchise in Brooklyn that a Subway inspector 

claimed the shop didn’t bake fresh bread or mopped the floor the night prior (Kosman, 2022). Exactly 

like Oliver, and Business Insider before him, reported in their respective pieces of journalism.  

It can be concluded then, that Subway’s decision making leaves a lot to be desired. While fighting legal 

issues, corporate restructuring, contract redrafting and franchisee-relationship managing are not our 

area of expertise, perhaps we can assist Subway when it comes to the marketing department. 

Specifically, who are their current core customers? What is their current positioning within the market? 

If they were to introduce a new product, which consumers are most likely to be attracted? Which 

product – meat-replacement or plant-based – is expected to perform better?  

The veggie best, like no one ever was 

The research into vegetarian options in fast-food restaurants is extensive, as noted in the previous 

paragraphs. However, the research is mainly focused on the US and other foreign countries. The US is 

a massive market to capitalise on and if it works, that is, to convert many a meatlover into a flexitarian 

or the like, then that would be great for the environment and for the meat-replacement industry. It is 

true that the US is the second largest meat-replacement industry in the world (Statista, 2021) in terms 

of total revenue measured in dollars (See also figure 1 in the appendix). However, the US is also one 

of the bigger countries in terms of population (worldometer.info, n.d.), which means it will naturally 
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shift towards the top of the list when it comes to GBP and subsequently, expendable income and 

revenue. When that revenue gets corrected for the population per country, it turns out Switzerland 

becomes number one instead of China, and the Netherlands becomes number two, separated from 

the rest of the list by a fair margin (See also table 1 in the appendix). According to the Big Mac Index, 

commonly used to compare prices and purchasing power in different countries, Switzerland is one of 

the most expensive countries in the world (The Economist, 2022) which explains the relatively high 

index per capita. That leaves the Netherlands. And a news source (RTL, 2021) indeed confirms that, at 

least in Europe, the Netherlands is the country whose population eats the most meat substitutes per 

capita, according to Nielsen, a research agency that did research on behalf of non-profit organisation 

ProVeg. This means that the Dutch market is more interesting to study in the short term, because of 

the fact that the Dutch market already consumes a lot of meat substitutes per capita. If the Dutch 

consumer already consumes a lot of meat substitutes, then it means that consumers are already aware 

of and used to the product’s existence and consume it in their daily life more often. It means that the 

consumers are more likely to be affected by choices made in marketing of these products, simply 

because they are more likely to be interested in them.  

The list of countries that consume meat substitutes, as mentioned above also leaves an interesting 

country completely out. India, the country with the highest percentage of vegetarians in the world 

(Sara’s veggie kitchen, 2022 and Biswas, 2018) is not represented at all. The big mac index places 

Indonesia a lot lower than India, has less than a fifth of its population, doesn’t even show up on lists 

regarding the number of vegetarians per country and still scores relatively high in the worldwide meat 

substitute revenue list. The same goes for Iran and similarly South Korea (which scores higher on the 

BMI but significantly lower on population per country and doesn’t even show up on the vegetarians 

per country). Something else must be going on, surely? Could it be that India’s vegetarianism is more 

plant-based, rather than meat-substitutes? And what does that mean for the Netherlands?  

Because vegetarianism and veganism are here to stay, as discussed earlier, and because the Dutch 

market is mainly aimed at meat-replacements instead of plant-based options, we feel like it’s time to 

discuss exactly which processes the decision-making process of a fast-food consumer consists of when 

choosing between a meat-replacement and a plant-based option, and how much they affect that 

decision.  

The meat of the matter 

This research aims to give insight based on economic theory and a limited field study, into the decision-

making process of consumers in fast-food restaurants when choosing between different non-meat 

options. Decision making processes are part of consumer behaviour, which is why this research delves 
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into the existing literature regarding that topic in order to find out what all is known about this topic, 

before starting the field study.  

For practical purposes this research will be limited by a couple of factors. First, this research will focus 

exclusively on consumers in the Netherlands and more specifically in the Randstad area. This is in line 

with the insights from earlier that indicated that the Netherlands would be an interesting research 

subject, as well as it being one of the natural limitations of this research. There is still a distinction to 

be made between foreign visitors, locals (such as minorities that have since naturalised and adopted 

the Dutch nationality or are in the process of doing so) and the traditional Dutch that spend money in 

Dutch fast-food restaurants, however given that sales data of the companies involved do not 

distinguish between any of these categories, this research will assume that the data(sets) acquired 

from these companies will be about the Dutch fast-food consumer, and that any error terms that come 

up may be the result of the inconsistencies of the origin of consumers.  

Second, while there is a wide variety of fast-food chains that are implementing their non-meat option 

to compete with the rest of the industry, this research focuses on two specific chains.  

- McDonalds, who was the first multi-national chain to implement meat-replacement (and 

replaced its vegan option) and who is also market leader in the industry. 

- Subway, who is the first multi-national chain to switch to a fully vegan non-meat option, after 

having a non-vegan option for a couple decades prior.  

We also only compare two options, one for each chain. For McDonalds, we select the McPlant, and for 

Subway, we select the Vegan Patty.  

The question of this research is as follows: 

What buying criteria does the Dutch fast-food consumer consider when choosing between the McPlant 

from McDonalds and the Vegan Patty from Subway, given the trend sensitivity of non-meat options, 

and how does that differ from the buying criteria of the vegan Dutch fast-food consumer?  

 In order to answer this question, the following sub-questions will be asked and answered.  

1. What are the buying criteria that fast-food consumers depend on when making decisions? 

2. What are the buying criteria that vegan fast-food consumers depend on when making 

decisions? 

3. Does the Dutch fast-food consumer consider them as well and if so, how important are they 

in determining the outcome?  
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4. Does the vegan Dutch fast-food consumer consider them as well and if so, how important are 

they in determining the outcome? 

The first two questions can be answered by reviewing existing literature. In order to answer questions 

3 and 4, a survey was held among 205 Dutch participants.  

Before the questions can be answered however, a couple of definitions need to be addressed. For the 

purposes of this research, the term veg*an is used whenever the research refers to a group of 

individuals that can belong any of the following groups: vegan and vegetarian. This term has been 

borrowed from Le (2019) who used it to group up the vegan, vegetarian and flexitarian subgroups. For 

the purposes of this research the term has been reduced back to the vegan and vegetarian subgroup.  

Fast-food consumer refers to the Dutch fast-food consumer that participated as respondents as 

analysed by the survey.  

Theoretic Framework 

Ferrell et al. (2021) describes the Consumer Purchase Decision journey as follows: the consumer has a 

need that it is not fully aware of. The consumer then translates their needs into wants for a specific set 

of products or brands, based on brand perceptions and exposure to recent touch points. Then the 

consumer adds or subtracts brands as they evaluate what they want, based on other user's experiences 

as well as external sources (though Ferrell et al. considers that personal sources are seen as more 

trustworthy), which ultimately leads to the consumer selecting a brand at the moment of purchase. 

After purchasing the product or service, the consumer builds expectations based on experience to help 

make the next decision journey shorter and easier.  

In order to market the product to the consumer, the company therefore has to advertise to the 

consumer that the need that they have can be solved by their product. The company must also do this 

in the relative recent past when a consumer translates their need into a want, which requires the 

company to be in the forefront of their potential consumers’ minds.  

But companies have more to worry about than just marketing their product and brand to their 

potential consumers. In order to introduce a new product, companies must often do research. This 

research can be expensive and time-consuming and the outcome is uncertain, which means it involves 

a certain level of risk. In order to try and reduce as much risk as possible, companies often use a form 

of evaluation prior to making the decision, in which they assess among a selection of options, which 

solution will result in the highest net result. Kahmaran et al. (2007) describes two steps in a systematic 

decision-making process for selecting more rational new product solutions. During the first step, the 

company is mainly concerned with coming up with as many potential candidate solutions as possible. 
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During the second step, the company is selecting from those solutions. In a sense, the company is 

undergoing the same process as their consumers: both are trying to serve a need, do research to 

identify possible solutions and eliminate options until there is one left.  

The processes are connected too. If consumers aren't willing to pay for the product, then the 

company's sales will not live up to expectations. It is therefore of the utmost importance that 

companies are capable to accurately predict how consumers are thinking, what purchasing criteria 

they are considering and most importantly, which purchasing criteria are relatively unimportant. After 

all, investing in a product that is very carbon footprint-neutral, when consumers don't care as much 

about it as they would about the price or colour of the product, is an investment that will not result in 

an increase in sales and profit.  

Question 1: What are the buying criteria that fast-food consumers depend on when making 

decisions? 

Current academic literature regarding consumer behaviour is extensive for fast-food and for veganism. 

While some researchers have found that impulsivity and imagery have proven to be influential external 

factors in the decision-making process of fast-food consumers (Garza et al., 2016; Ellithorpe et al., 2022 

respectively), Farhana & Islam (2011) have tried to formulate why (Bengali) consumers of fast-food 

make decisions in the way that they do, despite the consumers having access to information about the 

consequences of those decisions. They found that consumers tend to be loyal to their preferred fast-

food restaurants and that they perceive the quality of a product only if doing so is supported by their 

income level.  

Park (2004) found that Korean consumers of fast-food restaurants tend to be more appreciative of the 

hedonic attributes, such as taste, cleanliness, kindness and facilities, over the more objective, 

utilitarian attributes, such as price, promotional incentives and quick service. Hedonism is explained in 

Economics to aim for the maximisation of pleasure of the individual, and in this context, it stands for 

the variables that speak to someone's emotional side. Utilitarianism aims for the maximisation of utility 

for the largest group of people, and in this context is more about factual variables and speaks more to 

someone's rational side. 

Van der Horst et al. (2011) stated in their research that fast-food consumption among Swiss 

households are likely to be correlated with gender, age, the time spent cooking and cooking skills, 

while for take-away food it’s likely to be gender, age, income, education and mental effort, indicating 

that for fast-food, as compared to other food, the focus is less on income and education and more 

about saving on the time spent learning to cook and cooking the meals. This makes sense, given that 
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the name, fast-food, indicates to the consumer that they will be able to save time, as compared to 

regular food.  

Whitton et al. (2013) found during their study that among Singapore residents, fast-food consumers 

were more likely to have a waist-to-hip ratio indicating abdominal obesity along with increased daily 

energy intake, daily recommended fat (and saturated fat) intake and decreased consumption of fruit 

and wholegrain, indicating that fast-food consumers were more likely to be considered overweight. It 

was also found that fast-food consumption was most prevalent in young adults and middle education 

level, which mirrors the ideas put forward so far by the other groups relatively well.  

Question 2: What are the buying criteria that vegan fast-food consumers depend on when making 

decisions? 

Kumar and Kapoor (2015) found that the buying behaviour of Indian consumers is different between 

vegetarian and non-vegetarian food products. They found that age and income are significant factors 

in the decision-making process of purchasing vegetarian products, but not of non-vegetarian products, 

possibly indicating that the two categories are appealing to different groups of individuals. While this 

does sound contradictory with the research from van der Horst et al., indicating that there are regional 

differences, it could be due to the fact that van der Horst et al. did not differentiate between vegetarian 

and non-vegetarian foods, or due to the fact that Kapoor and Kumar’s research was not about fast-

food specifically.  

Freeland-Graves et al. (1986) suggested that vegetarians as a group of individuals tend to be slightly 

less well educated and employed in less-skilled occupations (which matches findings of the previous 

research) but also find that they socialise more than their non-vegetarian equals, often in part due to 

their strong commitment to vegetarianism and their friend and family network mostly consisting of 

other vegetarians. This indicates that vegetarians seem to enjoy one another’s company more than 

their non-vegetarian peers. This means that for any fast-food company that’s looking to successfully 

lure in vegetarians, it might be worthwhile to invest in comfortable lounges or similar seating options 

to accommodate the vegetarian friend groups. This would also be in line with Park’s findings about 

facilities for fast-food consumers.  

Hoek et al. (2004) found that Dutch vegetarians tend to put more emphasis on health, ecological 

products, product information, speciality shops and novelty than their non-vegetarian peers than on 

the price of a product. Essentially, their decision-making process includes more awareness to the origin 

and health of products, both for themselves, the people who gathered the produce and the planet. 

This is in line with vegetarian beliefs that causes them to be actively seeking out products that don’t 
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harm themselves and the people and animals they care about, which requires them to be more 

conscious in their decision-making process. 

Lehto et al. (2021) found in a study among Finnish consumers those with higher relative household 

income were less likely to be vegetarians than those with relatively lower household income in 2007, 

however this effect was not found in 2017. Their study ultimately concluded that there was no 

significant effect of income level on the presence of a vegetarian diet, or vice versa. The effect of 

education on vegetarianism however did occur.  

Lehto et al. were not the only ones to find this. Allès et al. (2017) found in their study that vegetarians 

were more likely to have higher education, however vegans tended to have a lower education level 

than vegetarians, having similar percentages compared to meat-eaters. Other findings were that 

vegetarians were more likely to be women and younger individuals than meat-eaters and to be self-

employed or never employed. Vegans were more likely to be self-employed or never employed than 

vegetarians and more likely to be male in comparison to the other two categories, although more 

women participated in the research as a whole (78%) which meant that all categories were dominated 

by women. Due to this the research remains inconclusive on the likelihood of vegetarians or vegans 

being male or female.  

With this the theoretical framework for the survey can be constructed, utilising the previous research's 

most prominent findings. Farhana & Islam found that loyalty to a company is strong in fast-food 

consumers and that a consumer will only observe the quality of the fast-food product if the income 

level supports this. This research will therefore test if the Dutch fast-food consumer is loyal to either 

company. Moreover, this research will also test whether or not the Dutch fast-food consumer also 

observes the quality of a product only if the income level supports this. Park and Freeland-Graves et 

al. determined that consumers put more emphasis on the importance of hedonic variables than the 

importance of utilitarian variables, while Van der horst et al. found that fast-food consumers put 

emphasis on the time spent on a product. Kumar & Kapoor also found a difference between the 

consumer behaviour of veg*an and non-veg*an consumers. We will test whether the hedonic variables 

are more important than utilitarian variables for veg*an and non-veg*an consumers, and whether the 

time spent is more important than the hedonic variables for veg*an and non-veg*an consumers. This 

research will also test whether caloric value and carbon footprint are of importance, given Hoek et al.'s 

found that veg*an consumers spend more time to research the products they are interested in 

purchasing. Freeland-Graves et al. found that veg*an consumers put emphasis on the social aspects of 

eating (such as eating in, dining in groups). 
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To test Farhana & Islam's theory on the consumer's loyalty to a company, the following hypotheses 

were formulated:  

H1: Company loyalty is a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch fast-food consumer.  

H2: Company loyalty is a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer. 

To solve the apparent conflict of theories between Park's and Freeland-Graves et al.'s theory that 

hedonic variables are more likely to influence the fast-food consumer than utilitarian variables and 

Van der Horst et al.'s theory that fast-food consumers consider the time spent on the product, as well 

as Kumar & Kapoor's theory that vegetarian consumers behave differently than non-vegetarian 

consumers, the following hypotheses were formulated:  

H3: On average, the utilitarian variables are more significantly influencing the average fast-food 

consumer in the Netherlands than the hedonic variables 

H4: On average, the hedonic variables are more significantly influencing the average veg*an fast-food 

consumer in the Netherlands than the utilitarian variables 

H5: Waiting time is more significantly influencing the average fast-food consumer in the Netherlands 

than the average of the hedonic variables. 

H6: The average of the hedonic variables is more significantly influencing the average veg*an fast-food 

consumer in the Netherlands than waiting time. 

To test whether Hoek's theory that veg*an consumers tend to spend more time to research the 

products they consumer also holds up for high-calorie fast-food and test whether the average Dutch 

consumer considers carbon footprint, the following hypothesis was formulated: 

H7: Caloric value and carbon footprint are NOT significant purchasing criteria for the Dutch fast-food 

consumer. 

H8: Caloric value and carbon footprint are significant purchasing criteria for the Dutch veg*an fast-

food consumer. 

To test whether Freeland-Graves et al.'s theory of social eating holds true for fast-food consumers, the 

following hypotheses were formulated:  

H9: Eating together is NOT a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch fast-food consumer. 

H10: Eating together is a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer. 
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Each of these hypotheses have different variables (that can be measured and/or clearly defined) that 

are to be assigned to them before the questions can be answered. Company loyalty will be assigned 

the variable Company, being either McDonalds or Subway. Carbon footprint and caloric value speak 

for themselves. Time spent is assigned waiting time, which is defined as the amount of time that a 

consumer must wait for their product to be made. Hygiene will be assigned the variable cleanliness (of 

the kitchen). Taste is defined in the main ingredient of a fast-food option, being meat, meat-

replacement or plant-based. Eating together is assigned the variable amount of people. For the 

purposes of this research the utilitarian variables are waiting time, caloric value, price and carbon 

footprint, while the hedonic variables are company, ingredients, cleanliness and amount of people. 

All variables will be represented in a formula for the chance that the average Dutch fast-food consumer 

and average Dutch vegan fast-food consumer respectively, purchases the product. 

Let Y be the chance that the average consumer purchases a product; 

A be the variable of Waiting_time and α be the coefficient with which A increases or decreases Y; 

B be the variable of Price and β be the coefficient with which B increases or decreases Y; 

C be the variable of Cleanliness and γ be the coefficient with which C increases or decreases Y; 

D be the variable of Caloric_value and δ be the coefficient with which D increases or decreases Y; 

E be the variable of Company and ζ be the coefficient with which E increases or decreases Y; 

F be the variable of Ingredients and η be the coefficient with which F increases or decreases Y; 

G be the variable of Carbon_footprint and θ be the coefficient with which G increases or decreases Y; 

H be the variable of Number_of_people and ι be the coefficient with which H increases or decreases 

Y; 

1 be the Dutch fast-food consumer and 2 be the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer; 

ε be the error term. 

This gives the following formula: 

 𝑌1  =  𝐴1 ⋅ 𝛼  + 𝐵1 ⋅ 𝛽 + 𝐶1 ⋅ 𝛾 + 𝐷1 ⋅ 𝛿 + 𝐸1 ⋅ 휁 + 𝐹1 ⋅ 휂 + 𝐺1 ⋅ 휃 + 𝐻1 ⋅ 휄 + 휀  

𝑌2  =  𝐴2 ⋅ 𝛼  + 𝐵2 ⋅ 𝛽 + 𝐶2 ⋅ 𝛾 + 𝐷2 ⋅ 𝛿 + 𝐸2 ⋅ 휁 + 𝐹2 ⋅ 휂 + 𝐺2 ⋅ 휃 + 𝐻2 ⋅ 휄 + 휀  

To answer the hypotheses and test this model a questionnaire was designed. After the questionnaire 

establishes the respondent’s basic information, such as age, sex, nationality, income, education, 

frequency of fast-food consumption and so on, the questionnaire splits the group of individuals up into 

two categories: veg*ans and non-veg*ans. All individuals are given two fast-food options and are asked 

to choose between one of those two. Both options have various levels for different variables. All 
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variables and their various levels can be found in the appendix (table 2). The explanation for 

determining the levels of each of the different variables can be found below the summary of variables. 

Utilitarian variables:  

- Waiting_time (in minutes) 

- Caloric_value (in kilocalories) 

- Carbon_footprint (measured in kg of CO2; the average Dutch car emits 100 grams of CO2 

per kilometre (Statista, 2022)) 

- Price (in Euro) 

Hedonic variables:  

- Company  

- Ingredients  

- Cleanliness (figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are found in the appendix below)  

- Number_of_people 

Utilitarian variables 

The average Waiting_time at 5.4 minutes during lunch time peak hours, as reported by Dharmawirya 

et al. (2012) was used as reference to determine the attribute levels. From this it follows that the 

attributes should be centred around 5 minutes. With 5 attribute levels this gives 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 

minutes. With Waiting_time, the assumed best-case scenario is the one in which the customer has to 

wait the least amount of time.  

The caloric value was taken from the official sources from both McDonalds and Subway’s respective 

offers, as well as the meat option that the McPlant most closely resembles, the Quarter Pounder with 

Cheese (Dean, 2021). The McPlant had 429 Kcals (McDonalds, n.d.-a), whereas the Quarter pounder 

with Cheese was found to have 520 Kcals (McDonalds, n.d.-b). Subway’s Vegan patty on the other hand 

has 466 kcals (Subway, n.d.-a). This assumes that the Vegan patty is ordered at 6 inch length, which is 

a more comparable size to the burgers from McDonalds than the footlong version. It also assumes that 

the ingredient list consists of cucumber, tomato, iceberg lettuce, red onions and garlic aioli sauce as 

well as mozzarella-style plant-based slices of cheese. This ingredient list was chosen as a close 

resemblance to the ingredients of the quarter pounder and McPlant (substituting the cheese for vegan 

cheese, the pickles for cucumbers, red onions for regular ones and aioli for the sandwich sauces). While 

the website used for this is UK-based, the Dutch version didn’t offer the same calculator unfortunately. 

For Caloric_value the assumed best-case scenario is the one in which the customer consumes the least 

amount of calories.  
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Carbon_footprint wasn’t as easy to find from an official source, as it’s not something either McDonalds 

or Subway actively portrays on their respective item descriptions on their website. However, a website 

called Plate Up for the Planet (n.d.) hosts a carbon calculator that allows the carbon footprints of these 

items to be estimated. This website is run by the Vegan Society along with Planet Friendly Food, both 

of which are organisations that are campaigning for the transition away from meat consumption. 

British newspaper Mirror was able to utilise this website along with publicly available information to 

track down the carbon footprints of the McPlant and the Quarter pounder (Boyd, 2021). The McPlant 

was found to emit 0,29 kg CO2, compared to the Quarter Pounder’s 4,46 kg CO2.  

For the Subway vegan patty, however, an online source couldn’t be found. Instead, a local Subway was 

visited and a vegan patty was purchased, which was then weighed per individual ingredient as listed 

in the previous paragraph. While aioli wasn’t directly listed, since aioli is an emulsified sauce the 

research will assume that for the sake of carbon emissions. The ingredients were then added to the 

website’s carbon calculator manually, and it gave an emission of 0,46 kg CO2. A detailed figure is found 

in the appendix (figure 2). For Carbon_footprint, the assumed best-case scenario is the one in which 

the customer generates the smallest carbon footprint. To make the carbon emissions less skewed and 

have a more gradual scaling in the consumer’s willingness to buy, this research has added a couple of 

extra ranks of carbon emissions.  

For the price of the Quarter pounder, it was relatively easy to find a price online, however it should be 

noted that McDonalds operates by franchises and that those franchisees might have different pricing 

schemes. Nevertheless, the price of the Quarter Pounder should be around the same price for most 

locations, which was found to be €4,55 (fast-food prijs, 2022). 

The McPlant was a little more difficult, due to the fact that it was obviously not on sale at the time of 

writing this. It took a little more digging and adheres to the same rules about franchises but the price 

was established at €3,95 (Jaspers, 2021). 

For the price of the subway vegan patty a similar problem arises, in that the business is built of 

franchises. An online search yielded a price of €4,90 (Pricelisto, n.d.). 

Because all these prices are close to one another, there is a risk involved of the survey not accurately 

measuring the price changes and the effect of price on the consumer’s willingness to buy. For this sake, 

two other, similar prices have been included in accordance with the existing prices. 

Hedonic variables 

The levels for the variable Company (McDonalds and Subway) speak for themselves. The ingredients 

respondents could choose between were meat, meat-replacement and plant-based patty. While the 
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effects of eating together versus eating alone are well-known (McCafferty, 2019; Myers-Wright, 2018; 

Ruddock et al., 2019), it seems there is no consensus on how many people one should eat with, before 

it is considered a group. For this purpose, the decided-upon categories are 1, 2, 3, 4 and more than 4 

people, respectively, with 1 person representing the situation in which the respondent eats alone. 

Neither eating together nor the Ingredients are categories in which one option is clearly better; while 

it might be good to eat together, it might already suffice to eat with 3 people, and 4 or more people 

could actually end up being a detriment to the enjoyment and/or preference of the consumer.  

A photo of the kitchen that the product comes out of will be added to illustrate the cleanliness of the 

kitchen the product came out of, with kitchen one being a clean kitchen, kitchen two being a messy 

kitchen and kitchen three being a dirty kitchen. The assumed best-case scenario for Cleanliness is the 

clean kitchen, or kitchen number 1, followed by the messy kitchen and dirty kitchen respectively. The 

photos as shown to respondents are available in the appendix below (figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). 

Before we discuss the outcome of the survey and the answers to the hypotheses however, it is best to 

set up some ground rules for the survey, such as who the survey should be targeting. After all, it doesn’t 

make much sense to ask a question about fast-food to people who do not frequent fast-food. However, 

in order to reach as many people as possible, this research does not forbid anyone from answering the 

survey, even if they have never eaten fast-food before and do not intend on eating any in the future, 

even at vegan fast-food restaurants. Instead, the research protects against biases like this by asking 

whether the person has eaten fast-food before. This also helps with the main medium which is used 

in trying to garner as many respondents as possible: Usage of social media and the internet. While the 

internet is a great way to quickly reach a wide audience, this brings with it a slew of problems, which 

the research deals with as follows. In order to be able to sort out foreign responses, the survey asks 

respondents whether or not they are currently Dutch residents. In order to avoid multiple responses 

from the same individual, the programme blocks any device that was already used to answer and 

complete the survey previously. In order to avoid respondents skimming the research and avoid them 

from answering questions without knowing what it is about, this research excludes responses that are 

shorter than 3 minutes. As long as an individual has completely filled out all applicable socio-

demographic questions with appropriate answers, the answers that that individual has given for 

questions will be included in the survey analysis, even if the individual did not complete the entire 

survey. If even one socio-demographic question is inappropriately filled in (such as filling in a question 

mark to the question “In what year were you born?”), the research considers the respondent to be 

invalid. This survey was open to anyone over the age of 16.  
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Veg*ans reportedly make up about 2.1% of the total population (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 

2021) and this can cause issues for a survey held among 200 respondents, given that, for the survey to 

be representative for the country the survey would have to have around 4 veg*an respondents. 

Because this is not ideal numbers to analyse, the data was split and 2 separate analyses were 

conducted: one for veg*an respondents and one for non-veg*an respondents.  

This survey distinguishes different age groups, genders, ethnicities, education levels, work experience 

and income groups to help avoid situations in which a group of individuals is being overrepresented in 

the survey and that causing the results to skew one way or the other. Each of these variables is 

established by their respective question. These socio-demographic groups will be categorised below. 

A translated version of the question will be included in between brackets. Italic answers are the 

variables as used in the analysis, answers in quotation marks are the options as they were presented 

to respondents. 

- Age (“What is your birth year?”) 

The respondent was asked for their birth year. This data was then translated into age groups in order 

to aggregate this data. The age groups are 16-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, 60-69 and 70+. Each 

individual in each respective category is expected to be the average age of that category, so someone 

in the 50-59 age group is expected to be 54,5 years old. 

- Gender (“Are you: …”) 

Gender is divided into “male”, “female” and “other”. Other includes 1 respondent and is therefore not 

interpretable but for the purpose of this research it will not be included in or added to either category 

in order to review whether the gender has any significant influence.  

- Ethnicity (“what is your descent?”) 

Ethnicities in this research are defined by the question “where are you from?” which is open to 

interpretation. Ethnicities are defined as “the fact or state of belonging to a social group that has a 

common national or cultural tradition” and the interpretation that this question left open fits with the 

definition's openness to interpretation, as it is up to the person that answers what social group they 

belong to. That being said, due to the openness of the question there were many responses that were 

slightly different, such as the difference between “Suri”, “Surinaamse” and “Surinaams”, all of which 

were corrected to “Surinaams” in order to create less categories. In the case a respondent replied as 

being a mix of cultures, the most dominant one was chosen. This dominance was determined as 

follows: if the mix included the “domestic” ethnicity (“Nederlands”), then the dominant ethnicity was 

determined as the “foreign” ethnicity. If the mix included multiple “foreign” ethnicities, but one was 
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related to a culture and one to a country, then the dominant ethnicity was determined as the cultural 

ethnicity. Fortunately, this survey did not result in any “foreign” mix of country-ethnicities. All 

ethnicities are converted to dummy categories.  

- Education level (“Are you currently studying?” and “If not, have you received an education 

before?”) 

The most common education levels in the Netherlands are VMBO (and MBO), HAVO (and HBO) and 

VWO (and university). These respective categories will be labelled Low, Medium and High education, 

respectively. This research does not differentiate between respondents that have finished their 

respective studies and those who did not. In the case that a respondent has completed multiple 

studies, the research considers the highest ranked education level that it corresponds with. In the case 

that a respondent does not have any education, nor is pursuing one, this research considers them to 

be uneducated. This is the reference category.  

- Work experience (“How many years of work experience have you gained up to now?”) 

The years of work experience that an individual has gained is categorised into 5-year terms. “Less than 

5 years”, “5-10 years”, “10-15 years”, and so on, with the last category being “more than 40 years”. 

For each individual in each respective category, it is assumed that they have had an average amount 

of work experience for that category. For example, someone that has had 5-10 years of work 

experience is expected to have had 7.5 years of work experience. For the edge cases the assumption 

is that an individual has had 2.5 years of experience if they answered “Less than 5 years” and 42.5 

years of experience if they answered “more than 40 years”. 

- Income ("What is your average yearly net income?”) 

Income groups are similarly categorised into 20.000-euro segments and are defined as net yearly 

income as reported by the respondent. Similar to work experience the categories are averaged out, so 

someone that falls into the category “20.000-40.000 euro” is expected to earn 30.000 euro a year on 

average.  

- Fast food frequency (“Have you eaten fast food before?” and “How often do you eat fast 

food?”) 

If an individual has answered yes to the first question, they would receive the second question and 

their answer was recorded. The amount of fast food consumed was categorised by average frequency 

per month and average frequency per week. This gives the categories “less than once a month”, “1-2 

times a month”, “1-2 times a week”, “3-4 times a week”, “5-6 times a week” and “daily”. 
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- Veg*an (“Do you eat...?”) 

If an individual's answer to the question excluded meat and fish, then the individual was considered 

veg*an. If not, the individual was considered non-veg*an. 

- Veg*an food frequency (“Do you eat...?” and “How often do you eat vegan food?”) 

If an individual answered that they have eaten meat-replacements or plant-based products before, 

they would receive the second question and their answer was recorded. The amount of vegan food 

consumed was categorised by average frequency per month and average frequency per week. This 

gives the categories “less than once a month”, “1-2 times a month”, “1-2 times a week”, “3-4 times a 

week”, “5-6 times a week” and “daily”.  

Analysis 

To start the survey's analysis, let's take a look at the respondents that filled in the survey. Figures and 

tables are included in the appendix below. As mentioned before, the survey was filled in by 205 

respondents. Of those 205, 165 were completed, 15 were incomplete but allowed as per the rules set 

by this research and 25 were disqualified based on those same rules. This leaves 180 surveys that could 

be properly interpreted on their socio-demographic variables.  

Among the respondents the amount of male (86) and female (93) respondents were roughly equal 

(figure 5). The research did have 1 respondent that belonged in the “other” category, as mentioned 

before for the sake of the research this person will be excluded when it comes to gender. For the 

purposes of analysis of the data, gender was recoded to a nominal numeric variable, with 1 

representing male and 0 as female. Other was excluded from being represented by means of a missing 

value. 

Most respondents fell in the category 20-29 (54), while the other categories were somewhat similar in 

size. The only exception to that was the category “70+” which is expected of an online survey. 

Obviously the category “16-19” was going to feature less people (13) than the other categories because 

the category simply has less possible responses linked to it, however, percentually the category should 

still hold about 40% of the average of other categories which seems about right (the average of the 

categories 30-39 to 60-69 is 26,5 which would amount to about 11 responses). An age radar that 

includes the full range rather than the categories is included in the appendix below (figure 6).  

Respondents were mostly Dutch native (100), Surinamese (48), or Hindustani (15), with a plethora of 

other ethnicities mixed in (figure 7.1). All respondents’ ethnicities were grouped by continent (except 

for Dutch natives) in order to better interpret the data. A separate figure was included in the appendix 
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(figure 7.2). This variable (Grouped Ethnicity) contained respondents from Asia (21), Africa (5), Latin-

America (49) and foreign Europeans (5), as well as the aforementioned 100 Dutch natives. 

In the survey the questions determining the education level of respondents did initially separate 

current students and respondents with completed educations. In the research analysis however, this 

difference will not be included. Neither will there be a separation between respondents that have 

completed VWO and those who have completed WO for example. Both of these respondents are 

classified as having received high education. LBO, VMBO and MBO are classified as low education, 

while HAVO and HBO are classified as medium education. A figure is included detailing the disparity 

between variable levels in the appendix below (figure 8).  

Income brackets were transformed into single integers representing the means of the bracket (figure 

9). Low income brackets (10.000 euro (61) and 30.000 euro (63)) represented over two thirds of all 

respondents, while high income brackets (110.000 euro (3) and 130.000 euro (5)) represented less 

than 5 percent of respondents. Given CBS’ research into the standardised income for Dutch 

households, this is relatively high for the Netherlands where the data for incomes beyond 100.000 

euro weren't even included in the figure and incomes between 80.000 and 100.000 span a total of 

1.8% (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, 2022).  

Given that the survey featured mostly respondents aged 20-40 it is no wonder that the largest group 

of respondents (44) in the category work experience had less than 5 years of work experience to boot. 

Among the current workforce (people that answered “Ja” to the question “Bent u op dit moment 

werkzaam?”), 5 years of work experience was less obviously the biggest group (32) but sizeable 

nonetheless. The smallest group was the group with 30-35 years of work experience (both current 

workforce (3) and total work experience (5)). Both variables are included in figure 10 in the appendix 

below, although this research will focus on the total work experience.  

Among all participants, about 22% were “veg*an” (40, according to their diet as indicated by the 

respondent not checking the answers “Meat” and “Fish” to the question “Do you eat...?”). Of those, 6 

respondents answered to also not consume any animal products, indicating that they are vegans. 34 

respondents are vegetarian. The remaining participants belong to the category “non-veg*ans” (140). 

See the appendix below for the accompanying figure (figure 11).  

Among all respondents, the most replied frequency was 1-3 times a month (79), followed by less than 

once a month (66). No respondent answered to frequent a fast-food place more than 4 times a week, 

while 2 respondents replied to never frequent a fast-food place (figure 12). 
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Vegan frequency (figure 13), or how often respondents tend to eat meat-replacements (or plant-based 

options) was more diverse. A small subset of respondents (8) replied to eat meat-replacements daily, 

while the largest group of respondents (63) replied to never eat meat-replacements. However, the 

respondents were more evenly divided among the categories in between than reported in fast-food 

frequency.  

In order to analyse the data, the research used JMP. In Excel, the data was sorted and refined, then 

the data was split in two. In JMP, both choice profile data sheets were imported and analysed, first 

without any socio-demographic variables. The outcomes are shown in the appendix below. For all 

significances, a p-value of 0,05 (or smaller) was assumed as the threshold.  

While Number_of_people and Company seem to have no significant effect on the preferences of both 

non-veg*an and veg*an respondents (table 3 and 7 respectively), the veg*an respondents also seem 

to experience no significant effect of Caloric_value on their preferences. Of course, this could have to 

do with the fact that the model includes too many insignificant variables. For those reasons, the least 

significant variables were removed from each of the tables, one by one.  

Removing Company and Number_of_people as a factor for non-veg*ans doesn't seem to change much 

(table 6), however, removing Caloric_value and Number_of_people transforms Company into a 

significant factor for the preferences of veg*ans (table 9). To make sure that Company is indeed the 

significant factor, the other two scenarios were created by removing Company first and seeing if one 

of the other two could become a significant factor. This didn't work, and neither did removing another 

insignificant factor from the table afterwards. Therefore, Company seems to be a significant factor for 

the preferences of veg*ans.  

However, the socio-demographic variables need to be observed in order to determine if any of these 

variables are significant themselves or if they are correlated with a respondent's characteristic. Were 

the variables previously found insignificant, the interaction effect with the socio-demographic 

variables might prove these variables significant nonetheless. Therefore, these variables are included 

in the demographic analyses.  

Gender had no significant interaction effects on any of the variables initially (table 10 and 12). 

Removing insignificant variables bottom-up revealed that gender had significant interaction effects on 

Cleanliness and Ingredients for non-veg*ans (table 11.3). The interaction effect between Company and 

gender looked promising (0,074, see table 11.1) and given that Company was still represented in the 

table it could have been the case that, if that factor was removed, the variable was significant. 

However, it turns out that is not the case; Company remains an insignificant factor for non-veg*ans. 

On the veg*an side, the analysis was interesting. Initially, the interaction effects with price, waiting 
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time and cleanliness are all towards the bottom and look like they'd be prime suspects for removal. 

After removing insignificant variables bottom-up though, not a singular variable turned out significant. 

To check whether any interaction effects were left out too soon, those variables were added back and 

after another bottom-up removal process, it turns out gender had a significant interaction effect with 

Cleanliness for veg*ans.  

Initially, age had significant interaction effects with Waiting_time and Price for non-veg*ans. As 

insignificant variables were removed, one interesting variable was found in the interaction effect 

between age*Caloric_value . This variable was then identified as significant upon the removal of the 

variable Caloric_value (table 15.2). It seemed that this interaction effect also deemed that 

Number_of_people was significant and that Waiting_time no longer had significant interaction effects 

with age. When this interaction effect was removed however, that variable (Number_of_people) was 

no longer significant and Waiting_time reappeared as significant. For veg*ans, the interaction effects 

of both Caloric_value and Company looked promising, however upon removing the Caloric_value and 

Company and any insignificant variables bottom-up after that, neither proved to be significant. What 

remained was an interaction effect between age and Cleanliness, Number_of_people, 

Carbon_footprint and Waiting_time (table 17.3). 

The variable grouped ethnicity was initially not significant whatsoever except for grouped ethnicity by 

Ingredients for non-veg*ans (table 18). After digging through the insignificant variables and removing 

base variables where applicable to check if interaction effects were significant, this was exactly what 

was found for non-veg*ans (table 19.5). For veg*ans, it turned out that grouped ethnicity had an 

interaction effect with Cleanliness (table 21.5).  

Education is significantly interacting with Cleanliness, Waiting_time, Price and Carbon_footprint for 

non-veg*ans (table 23.4). Despite the interaction effect with Number_of_people looking promising, 

the variable was just short of being significant after the bottom-up removal of insignificant variables 

(table 23.3). For veg*ans, the same variable also looked promising and also turned out to be 

insignificant after the bottom-up removal process (table 25.3). The remaining significant interaction 

variables are Cleanliness and Waiting_time.  

Work experience was a lot simpler, at least for the non-veg*an analysis. The interaction effects that 

looked promising ended up significant and the interaction variables that did not, were found to be 

insignificant after the bottom-up removal process (table 27). The remaining significant interaction 

variables were Ingredients and Company. On the veg*an side, the analysis was more complicated. In 

order to even obtain values for this variable, the research had to turn off Firth-Bias adjusted estimate. 

This setting supposedly helps against biases in a large sample, however can quickly turn small sample 
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estimates to zero, indicating that they have no effect whatsoever. What is interesting about this setting 

is that this error did not occur up to this point, which is interesting given that some variable levels were 

much smaller across both datasets (an example would be fast-food frequency, with some levels having 

only a singular answer). Not just that, the removing process caused the variables to jump all over the 

place. Some that were initially deemed insignificant would end up significant (such as work experience 

by Price (table 29.1 and 29.3)) and some that initially looked promising (or at least, as promising as it 

could get) were found to be insignificant in the end (such as the interaction effect with Waiting_time 

(table 28)).  

Income was even simpler and this time for both sides. On the non-veg*an side, the interaction effects 

worth mentioning were income and Ingredients and income and Cleanliness (table 31). On the veg*an 

side, the effect worth mentioning was income and Cleanliness (table 33). While Cleanliness was 

originally flanked by Price, Waiting_time and Caloric_value, once the lower interaction effects 

disappeared off the table, the table rankings quicky dropped for those variables.  

Fast food frequency was one of those variables that had variables jump all over the table with every 

insignificant variable removed. Eventually the significant interaction variables for non-veg*ans turned 

out to be Carbon_footprint, Price, Waiting_time, Ingredients and Caloric_value in their interaction with 

fast food frequency (table 35.3). For veg*ans, the significant interaction variables were found to be 

Waiting_time and Price (table 37.4).  

Vegan frequency proved even more difficult. Not only did both datasets have to have the Firth-Bias 

adjusted estimate turned off in order to even obtain any values, the variables also kept jumping up 

and down the tables on both sides. Non-veg*an significant interaction effects were Carbon_footprint, 

Waiting_time, Price, Number_of_people, Caloric_value and Ingredients (table 39.4). Veg*an significant 

interaction effects were Price, Ingredients, Waiting_time and Cleanliness (table 41.5).  

In order to assess which interaction effects actually had any effects on the data sets, the interaction 

variables and all standard variables were thrown into two final analyses. One analysis was using the 

Firth-Bias adjusted estimate and excluded any variables that would be affected by this, the other would 

turn off the Firth-Bias adjusted estimate and include all variables. This was done for both datasets. 

These interaction effects tell us that the data could be biased, but even among these interaction 

variables, some variables were found to be significant.  
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The final significant values excluding interaction effects were found to be: 

- None for non-veg*an all variables except vegan frequency (table 42.2) 

- Waiting_time, Carbon_footprint, Price and Cleanliness for non-veg*an all-variables Firth-Bias 

adjusted estimate turned off (table 43.2) 

- Carbon_footprint, Ingredients, Cleanliness, Price and Company for veg*an all variables except 

work experience/vegan frequency (table 44.2) 

- Carbon_footprint, Ingredients, Cleanliness, Price and Company for veg*an all-variables Firth-

Bias adjusted estimate turned off. (table 45.2) 

Ingredients and Company both need to be clarified, as it is not clear without proper explanation what 

level the consumer would prefer. For Ingredients, the veg*an consumer has a strong preference for 

plant-based products, being 3 times as likely to be chosen as meat-replacement and over 76 times as 

likely to be chosen as meat (figure 36). This makes sense given that both vegans and vegetarians have 

a lifestyle that actively avoids eating meat. The preferred company is McDonalds, with similar chances 

of being chosen over Subway but significantly less marginal utility (figure 37). This indicates that 

Company is simply something that the average veg*an consumer does not consider as heavily as they 

would Ingredients.  

Results 

With this in mind, the hypotheses can be concluded as follows:  

- H1: Company loyalty is a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch fast-food consumer.  

False: Company loyalty is not a significant purchasing criterion for non-veg*an fast-food consumers.  

- H2: Company loyalty is a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch veg*an fast-food 

consumer. 

True: According to the fourth full analysis (table 45.2), with Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned off, 

Company loyalty is a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer, with 

the likelihood of a consumer choosing McDonalds being almost 3 times as high as the likelihood of the 

consumer choosing Subway (figure 37).   

- H3: On average, the utilitarian variables are more significantly influencing the average fast-

food consumer in the Netherlands than the hedonic variables 

True: While both analyses do show that there is insufficient proof to claim that caloric_value is a 

significant purchasing criterion of the Dutch non-veg*an fast-food consumer, the other variables were 

all found to be significant (table 43.2). On the other hand, the only significant hedonic variable was 
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found to be Cleanliness. This makes the utilitarian variables more significant in influencing the 

purchasing behaviour for the Dutch non-veg*an fast-food consumer. Moreover, the Likelihood-Ratio 

test (figure 33) shows that cleanliness has the lowest estimated effect of all 4 variables.  

- H4: On average, the hedonic variables are more significantly influencing the average veg*an 

fast-food consumer in the Netherlands than the utilitarian variables 

Inconclusive: For the same reason that the other hypothesis was found to be true, this variable initially 

looks true too. The Firth-Bias adjusted estimate analysis shows three hedonic variables (Ingredients, 

Cleanliness and Company) as well as two utilitarian variables. Meanwhile the non-Firth-Bias adjusted 

estimate analysis shows that Ingredients (hedonic) and Price (utilitarian) are insignificant purchasing 

criteria of the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer. In both analyses the number of hedonic variables 

outnumber the utilitarian variables. However, a closer inspection of the Likelihood-Ratio tests displays 

that Carbon_footprint has a much larger effect on the outcome than any of the other variables with 

Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned off (figure 35). With Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned on, the 

effect of Ingredients approaches Carbon_footprint (figure 34). Therefore it's difficult to state that, on 

average, the effect of hedonic variables are more significantly influencing the Dutch veg*an fast-food 

consumer than utilitarian variables. 

- H5: Waiting_time is more significantly influencing the average fast-food consumer in the 

Netherlands than the average of the hedonic variables. 

True*: Waiting_time is indeed larger than Cleanliness according to the Likelihood Ratio test (figure 33). 

However, it's difficult to say if Waiting_time would be more significantly influencing the average fast-

food consumer than the average of the hedonic variables. Nevertheless, Cleanliness was the only 

significant hedonic variable found for the Dutch non-veg*an fast-food consumer, which would indicate 

that the average of the hedonic variables would have likely been insignificant. 

- H6: The average of the hedonic variables is more significantly influencing the average veg*an 

fast-food consumer in the Netherlands than Waiting_time. 

True: While the average of the hedonic variables remained inconclusive, at least there were hedonic 

variables that turned out to be significant. On the other hand, in none of the analyses did Waiting_time 

prove to be a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer. 

- H7: Caloric_value and Carbon_footprint are NOT significant purchasing criteria for the Dutch 

fast-food consumer.  
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True and false respectively: While Caloric_value did not prove significant in either analysis for the 

Dutch non-veg*an fast-food consumer, Carbon_footprint did prove to be significant (table 43.2). 

- H8: Caloric_value and Carbon_footprint are significant purchasing criteria for the Dutch veg*an 

fast-food consumer. 

False and true respectively: While Caloric_value did not prove significant in either analysis for the 

Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer, Carbon_footprint did prove to be significant in both analyses. 

- H9: Eating together is NOT a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch fast-food consumer. 

- H10: Eating together is a significant purchasing criterion for the Dutch veg*an fast-food 

consumer. 

True and false, respectively: Eating together is not a significant purchasing criterion for any Dutch fast-

food consumer, no matter which dataset or analysis.  

Conclusion 

To answer the main research question: “What buying criteria does the Dutch fast-food consumer 

consider when choosing between the McPlant from McDonalds and the Vegan Patty from Subway, 

given the trend sensitivity of non-meat options, and how does that differ from the buying criteria of the 

vegan Dutch fast-food consumer?”, the following questions were posed:  

1. What are the buying criteria that fast-food consumers depend on when making decisions? 

2. What are the buying criteria that vegan fast-food consumers depend on when making 

decisions? 

3. Does the Dutch fast-food consumer consider them as well and if so, how important are they 

in determining the outcome?  

4. Does the vegan Dutch fast-food consumer consider them as well and if so, how important are 

they in determining the outcome? 

Questions 1 and 2 were answered in the theoretic framework and their respective buying criteria were 

used as variables during the survey.  

♦ To summarise the final questions and correctly formulate the model discussed in the theoretic 

framework: 

Question 3: Does the Dutch fast-food consumer consider them as well and if so, how important are 

they in determining the outcome? 

Carbon_footprint was found to be the most significant factor as per the Likelihood-Ratio test (figure 

33), followed by Price, Waiting_time and Cleanliness, respectively. The other factors were deemed 
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uninterpretable due to correlations with socio-demographic variables. This gives the following 

formula: 

𝑌1  =  𝐴1 ⋅ 𝛼 + 𝐵1 ⋅ 𝛽 + 𝐶1 ⋅ 𝛾 + 𝐺1 ⋅ 휃 + 휀  

A be the variable of Waiting_time and α be the coefficient with which A increases or decreases Y; 

B be the variable of Price and β be the coefficient with which B increases or decreases Y; 

C be the variable of Cleanliness and γ be the coefficient with which C increases or decreases Y; 

G be the variable of Carbon_footprint and θ be the coefficient with which G increases or decreases Y; 

1 be the Dutch fast-food consumer and 2 be the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer; 

ε be the error term. 

♦ Question 4: Does the vegan Dutch fast-food consumer consider them as well and if so, how 

important are they in determining the outcome? 

Carbon_footprint was found to be the most significant factor as per the Likelihood-Ratio test (figure 

35), followed closely by Ingredients and distantly by Cleanliness, Price, and Company respectively. This 

makes sense, as a veg*an would most likely care about not eating meat (but not necessarily caring 

about whether a product is plant-based or not) and about the carbon footprint of the product they are 

consuming. The hygiene of a place, price and what company sells it would be of secondary importance. 

With the Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned off, the variables Work_experience and Vegan_frequency 

could be interpreted. Neither of these ended up being significant, but in this model Ingredients and 

Price were deemed insignificant. This could be due to the Firth-Bias adjusted estimate being turned 

off, or due to a possible interaction effect between the variables. The other factors were deemed 

uninterpretable due to correlations with socio-demographic variables. This gives the following 

formula: 

𝑌2  = 𝐵2 ⋅ 𝛽 + 𝐶2 ⋅ 𝛾 + 𝐸2 ⋅ 휁 + 𝐹2 ⋅ 휂 + 𝐺2 ⋅ 휃 + 휀  

B be the variable of Price and β be the coefficient with which B increases or decreases Y; 

C be the variable of Cleanliness and γ be the coefficient with which C increases or decreases Y; 

E be the variable of Company and ζ be the coefficient with which E increases or decreases Y; 

F be the variable of Ingredients and η be the coefficient with which F increases or decreases Y; 

G be the variable of Carbon_footprint and θ be the coefficient with which G increases or decreases Y; 

1 be the Dutch fast-food consumer and 2 be the Dutch veg*an fast-food consumer; 

ε be the error term. 
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Discussion 

Like most other research, this research is limited by the most common factors – time, money, 

geographical location, a researcher's personal reach to name a few. Despite this, the research does a 

decent job attempting to keep the research free of any biases. The presence of socio-demographic 

factors such as age and gender in the survey make it less likely for any research variable to be 

systematically skewed one way or the other. The survey being online makes it more accessible and at 

the same time less likely for respondents to actually complete their survey form. It also risks excluding 

the older age groups that are less experienced with technology as well as those that are disconnected 

among (young) adults. It also risks the survey being filled in multiple times by the same respondent 

(although steps were taken to minimise the risk of occurrence) and the likelihood of respondents 

communicating their answers, possibly skewing answers if multiple respondents answered 

simultaneously. Of course, the survey is as accurate as the respondents; if respondents have lied about 

any of the data or have skimmed over some of the questions then the research and its outcomes could 

be flawed. Despite this all, the research is a significant step forward for Dutch research into this 

particular topic, seeing as the research is not only done with an extensive amount of socio-

demographic variables but also because prior research on this topic is limited. Going forward, the data 

could be extended beyond the researcher's personal reach and allow for a more diverse background 

of respondents. Particularly, Dutch respondents originating from other parts of the world than Surinam 

and India could provide the existing research with more and/or new perspectives. Alternatively, the 

research could be extended to other sources of veg*an fast-food, such as regular veg*an restaurants 

or pre-packaged foods found in supermarkets for example. 
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Appendix  

 

 

Figure 1: Worldwide meat substitute revenue in 2022, by country – in million U.S. dollars (Statista, 2021) 

Table 1: Calculation for revenue per capita in 2022, by country – in U.S. dollars (population in millions (worldometer, n.d.)) 

Country CHN USA GBR RUS GER NLD JAP IDN CAN SWZ 

Revenue 2135 1479 847 650 593 284 247 232 225 191 

Pop. 1439,3 331 67,9 145,9 83,8 17,1 126,5 273,5 37,7 8,7 

Rev. per 

capita 

1,483 4,468 12,474 4,455 7,076 16,608 1,953 0,848 5,968 21,954 

Country MEX ITA ESP BRA FRA SWE KOR BEL IRN AUS 

Revenue 185 162 156 145 121 92 77 71 67 52 

Pop. 128,9 60,5 46,8 212,6 65,3 10,1 51,3 11,6 84 25,5 

Rev. per 

capita 

1,435 2,678 3,333 0,682 1,853 9,109 1,501 6,121 0,798 2,039 
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Table 2: All variables and levels for the JMP survey 

Variables Categories     

Time to prep 3 minute 4 minutes 5 minutes 6 minutes 7 minutes 

Caloric value 403  420  520 

Carbon footprint 0,29 0,46 1,00 1,50 2,00 2,50 3,00 3,50 4,00 4,46 

Price 3,55 3,95 4,55 4,95 5,55 

Company  McDonalds  Subway  

Ingredients Meat  Meat-replacement  Plant-based 

Cleanliness Kitchen 1  Kitchen 2  Kitchen 3 

# of people 1 2 3 4 >4 

 

Figure 2: Subway’s vegan burger ingredients filled in on the website Plate up for the Planet 
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Figure 3.1: Kitchen 1 (clean kitchen) 

 

Figure 3.2: Kitchen 2 (messy kitchen) 
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Figure 3.3: Kitchen 3 (dirty kitchen) 

 

Figure 4: Survey completion 
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Figure 5: gender among non-disqualified respondents 

 

Figure 6: Age radar among respondents 
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Figure 7.1: Ethnicity among respondents 

 

Figure 7.2: Ethnicity grouped by continent 
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Figure 8: Education among respondents 

 

Figure 9: Income distribution among respondents 
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Figure 10: Work experience & current workforce 

 

 

Figure 11: Veg*ans among respondents 
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Figure 12: Fast-Food Frequency of respondents 

 

Figure 13: Vegan Frequency of respondents 
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Table 3: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis 

 

 

Figure 14: Likelihood Ratio Test results of non-veg*an ordinal analysis 

Table 5: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis sans company 

 

Table 6: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis significants only 
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Table 7: Veg*an ordinal analysis 

 

 

Figure 15: Likelihood Ratio test of veg*an ordinal analysis 

Table 8: Veg*an ordinal analysis sans caloric value 

 

Table 9: Veg*an ordinal analysis significants only 
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Table 10: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by gender 

 

Table 11.1 Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by gender significants only 

 

Table 11.2 
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Table 11.3 

 

 

Figure 16: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by gender significants only 

Table 12 Veg*an ordinal analysis by gender 
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Table 13: Veg*an ordinal analysis by gender significants only 

 

 

Figure 17: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by gender significants only 

Table 14: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by age  
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Table 15.1: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by age significants only 

 

Table 15.2 

 

Table 15.3 

 

 

Figure 18: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by age significants only 
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Table 16: Veg*an ordinal analysis by age 

 

Table 17.1: Veg*an ordinal analysis by age significants only 

 

Table 17.2 
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Table 17.3 

 

 

Figure 19: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by age significants only 

Table 18: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by ethnicity 
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Table 19.1: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by ethnicity significants only 

 

Table 19.2 

 

Table 19.3 
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Table 19.4 

 

Table 19.5 

 

 

Figure 20: Likelihood Ratio test for non-veg*an ordinal analysis by grouped ethnicity significants only 

Table 20: Veg*an ordinal analysis by ethnicity 
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Table 21.2: Veg*an ordinal analysis by ethnicity significants only 

 

Table 21.2 

 

Table 21.3 
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Table 21.4 

 

Table 21.5 

 

 

Figure 21: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by grouped ethnicity significants only 

Table 22 Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by education  
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Table 23.1: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by education significants only 

 

Table 23.2 

 

Table 23.3 

 

Table 23.4 
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Figure 22: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by education significants only 

Table 24: Veg*an ordinal analysis by education 

 

Table 25.1: Veg*an ordinal analysis by education significants only 
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Table 25.2 

 

Table 25.3 

 

Table 25.4 

 

 

Figure 23: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by education significants only 
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Table 26 Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by work experience  

 

Table 27: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by work experience significants only 

 

 

Figure 24: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by work experience significants only 
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Table 28: Veg*an ordinal analysis by work experience 

 

Table 29.1: Veg*an ordinal analysis by work experience significants only 

 

Table 29.2 

 

Table 29.3 
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Figure 25: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by work experience significants only 

Table 30: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by income 
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Table 31: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by income significants only 

 

 

Figure 26: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by income significants only 

Table  32: Veg*an ordinal analysis by income 
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Table 33: Veg*an ordinal analysis by income significants only 

 

 

Figure 27: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by income significants only 

Table 34: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by fast-food frequency 
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Table 35.1: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by fast-food frequency significants only 

 

Table 35.2 

 

Table 35.3 

 

 

Figure 28: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by fast-food frequency significants only 
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Table 36: Veg*an ordinal analysis by fast-food frequency  

 

Table 37.1: Veg*an ordinal analysis by fast-food frequency significants only 

 

Table 37.2 
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Table 37.3 

 

Table 37.4 

 

 

Figure 29: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by fast-food frequency significants only 

Table 38: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by vegan frequency 
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Table 39.1: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by vegan frequency significants only 

 

Table 39.2 

 

Table 39.3 

 

Table 39.4 
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Figure 30: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis by vegan frequency significants only 

Table 40: Veg*an ordinal analysis by vegan frequency  

 

Table 41.1: Veg*an ordinal analysis by vegan frequency significants only 
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Table 41.2 

 

Table 41.3 

 

Table 41.4 

 

Table 41.5 
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Figure 31: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis by vegan frequency significants only 

Table 42.1: Non-veg*an ordinal analysis all variables except vegan frequency  
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Table 42.2 

 

 

Figure 32: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis all variables except vegan frequency 
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Table 43.1 Non-veg*an ordinal analysis all variables Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned off 
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Table 43.2 

 

 

Figure 33: Likelihood Ratio test for Non-veg*an ordinal analysis all variables Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned off 
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Table 44.1 Veg*an ordinal analysis all variables except work experience/vegan frequency  

 

Table 44.2 

 

 

Figure 34: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis all variables except work experience/vegan frequency 
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Table 45.1 Veg*an ordinal analysis all variables Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned off 

  

Table 45.2 

 

 

Figure 35: Likelihood Ratio test for Veg*an ordinal analysis all variables Firth-Bias adjusted estimate turned off 
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Figure 36: effect marginals for the different levels of Ingredients  

 

Figure 37: effect marginals for the different levels of Company   
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